2020-2021 Club Achievement
Cornerstone Initiatives & Events
OVERVIEW
AAF-Houston continues to be committed to supporting the national organization’s cornerstone initiatives. Adapting to
the “new normal” of online virtual events, we were nonetheless able to produce and participate in several successful
programs in support of education, diversity and multiculturalism and government relations. Our completely virtual
broadcast of the American Advertising Awards was a smash hit. Our annual Student Conference was well supported
and attended, and a surprising financial success. While our Night of Diversity & Inclusion event had to be canceled,
we did successfully address this area with podcasts and a webinar. As legislative issues continue to develop that affect
our community and industry, we keep our members informed of pertinent issues through our Government Relations
efforts, and a solid Houston contingent participated in the 2021 Virtual Day at the Texas Capitol, of which we were
also a sponsor.
_____________________________________________
EDUCATION
AAF-Houston Annual Student Conference
Goals: Our primary goal was to host the best Student Conference in the history of AAF-Houston, reach as many
students and educators as possible, and showcase the value that AAF-Houston provides our community and industry.
We also wanted to work closely with our events sponsors and hosts to make the event feel as close to an actual
professional experience, and be as interactive and collaborative as possible given the virtual nature of the event.
Finally, we wanted the event to at least break even financially.
Event Details: AAF-Houston successfully hosted our 25th Annual Student Conference & Competition November
5-7, 2020. The event was hosted virtually on Zoom and attended by 85 students and professors from 18 schools from
Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana.
This year’s Sponsor/Client was Lone Star Market. They challenged the students by presenting a creative brief for
a grand opening plan and local store marketing efforts of their unique convenience store and fast-casual restaurant
concept. AAF-Houston Board Members Brian Bearden and John DelTatto assisted with preparing the creative brief
and Hasan and Ahmed Zakaria of Lone Star Market also personally participated in the virtual event.
With so much happening online this year, communications and an online hub were critical. Advertising Education
Foundation of Houston Digital Chair Ashley Lange created a communication plan of emails to all participants and
built a website (http://education.aaf-houston.org/) with agenda and links required for easy access. AAF-Houston
Board Member Valentina Gomez Bravo designed pre-roll videos, on-screen presentations and technical production
of the entire Zoom experience which included managing 10+ breakout rooms.
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New this year was a “Behind the Scenes: How to Build a Campaign” panel discussion, led by Marissa Ransdell
(CASPR Group), with a lively discussion among Erika Long (Belo + Company), Aryn Bryant (previously with
the Harlem Globetrotters) and Gabriel Flores (Tippit & Moo).
The students were divided into teams of eight. Once they were briefed on the project, they were split into seven breakout rooms each with a mentor from a different host company who provided them assistance in forming their teams and
working together to solve the challenge. Once the work was submitted electronically at the end of Day 1, the students
made the presentation in person to our judges, who spent their Friday night volunteering for this important event.
While the students were busily working on real work, for a real client, on a real deadline, the professors/educators
attended a 4-hour conference where they discussed trends and the skills students need to have for today’s jobs.
The students returned bright and early on Saturday morning for Resume and Portfolio Reviews, organized by and
main room discussion led by volunteer C’Ella Clayton (C’Ella Clayton Photography & Marketing). Creative Circle
also provided on-screen portfolio and resume tips. The discussion continued with Ad 2 Houston’s “How To Get Your
Start” panel of young industry professionals who spoke about how their careers began and what they are doing now.
Our panelists were Zach Reed (Lopez Negrete Communications), Mike Thomas (Kreadiv & Koo), Natalie Kim
(We Are Next), and Madison Scullin (Favor Delivery).
After the panel discussion, students heard the judges’ feedback on all teams and celebrated their team’s MVP
announcement. The top three winning teams were announced, with first-place making a brief presentation of their
work. All the students who participated in the 2020 Student Conference & Competition received extremely valuable
experience working in a real client team and will have real work for their portfolios. The students also received
printed certificates in the mail and electronic badges they can use on LinkedIn.
Results: With participation from 85 students and educators from 18 schools across Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana,
plus seven host firms and a major sponsor, the event met and exceeded all of our goals. Between registrations and
sponsorships, and with very little cost to the club to produce (the event was handled entirely pro-bono by our all
volunteer team, and very little was spent on advertising and fees) the event netted AAF-Houston $10,579.09!
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Advertising Education Foundation of Houston Scholarships & Grants
Goals: To continue to increase participation among Tenth District students and continue to award scholarships at
the increased rate of $5000 each to students as they work toward a career in advertising and related fields. We have
a secondary goal of providing grants for area schools to help with NSAC and national AAF Student Conference
and continue our popular Student Conference which involves colleges and universities from throughout the
AAF Tenth District
Event Details: The Advertising Education Foundation of Houston (AEFH, www.houstonadscholarships.com)
administers and oversees the scholarship program. Each year, with the support of the Houston business community,
a significant amount of scholarships have been awarded to students in the Tenth District. In 2020, with an increase
in support from a local golf tournament, we were able to increase the amount of the 20 scholarships from $3,000 to
$5,000 each, for a total of $100,000.
Target Audience: College and university students from throughout the AAF Tenth District, professors, parents,
sponsors, the media community and AAF-Houston members
Execution/Tactics: This year we were able to award $100,000 with 20 scholarships of $5,000 each. Of the
scholarships, 16 were awarded to women and 9 to minority students. Students were recognized for their academic
performance, interest in advertising and related professions, financial need, leadership, and the content of
submitted essays.
Results: More than 65 completed applications this year from throughout the AAF Tenth District. Email messages
to professors and social media platforms were increased to communicate with universities, sponsors, and interested
students within the AAF Tenth District. More than 20 judges were recruited from both current and past board
members and key participants in the AAF-Houston organization.
NSAC Grants and Tenth District Support
AEFH also provides grants to universities and to help defray AAF student chapter expenses to compete in the regional
and national NSAC. This year we awarded $1,000 to Texas A&M University and $1,000 to the University of Houston
NSAC teams. Additionally, AAF-Houston recently made a $400 contribution to the University of Houston’s NSAC
team for the 2021 competition, as well as be a Gold Sponsor ($500) for the Tenth District’s Advertising Education
Sponsorship through The Foundation For Advertising Education.
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Conclusion
Education is a top priority of AAF-Houston. The stronger our club involvement is in professional development and
student training, the stronger the benefit, as companies will realize from the fresh pool of talent preparing to enter
our industry in our market.
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
AAF-Houston Strives to have a component of professional education at the core of our program calendar as well.
Over the course of the year, we hosted several free webinars with valuable professional educational content.
Getting the Most From Linked In
Given by Larry Brantley, Thursday, April 23, 2020
Adaptive Marketing – How to Re-strategize in a Pandemic
Panel Discussion, Wednesday, May 20, 2020
Telling “Unskippable” Stories with YouTube
Given by Erin Green of ReachLocal, Wednesday, July 15, 2020
Keeping Creatives Creative
Given by Nikki Arnell, Tuesday, August 18, 2020
How Data Builds Brands
Presented by Effectv, Wednesday, September 16, 2020
Why It’s Easy to Market Your Clients But Not Yourself
Given by Margo Aaron, Wednesday, October 21, 2020
Power Moves: Blazing A Trail For Women In Sports
Given by Dionna Widder, Wednesday, November 18, 2020
There and Back Again – How Great Stories Shape, Inspire and Delight Us
Given by Thomas Hull, Tuesday, January 26, 2021
Demystifying AI for Marketers
Given by Ingrid Burton, Chief Markeitng Officer at Quantcast, Wednesday, March 17, 2021
All recordings of our webinars are available at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYza0r8l1dtuwsfqlOX0XvQ
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_____________________________________________
DIVERSITY & MULTICUTURAL
While 2020 presented its fair share of challenges, the spirit of diversity, inclusion, and multiculturalism grew stronger
at AAF-Houston. Adapting to the limitations set forth by the pandemic, AAF-Houston leveraged digital technology to
continue pushing forward an agenda highlighting the importance and value of diversity in our industry. Metrics were
secondary in 2020, but the club’s webinars averaged over 70 virtual attendees each, and engagement on social media
promotional posts increased by 133% from 2019 event posts.
After the social injustice involving the death of Houston native George Floyd, AAF-Houston created a statement
which remains on the home page of our website (https://www.aaf-houston.net/). This effort was organized by our Diversity & Inclusion Team Leader Sonny Villarreal and Vice Chair and Tenth District Mosaic Award Winner, Valentina
Gomez Bravo. This statement, approved by the AAF-Houston Board of Directors and was also sent as a stand alone
e-blast to our members and potential members.
We are proud to have championed diversity for Houston’s advertising community, and, in 2020, AAF-Houston’s
Diversity & Multicultural efforts were awarded by AAF National with Special Recognition for Division III,
Multicultural Initiatives.
EVENTS
“The Conversation” Podcast - June 25, 2020
Addressing the contentious landscape and subsequent social movements that overtook the country in 2020, four board
members participated in a candid, open conversation about inequality and division in our world, and how we might
create change in our industry and our communities. The podcast aired on AAF-Houston’s exclusive podcast series
“Ad Speaks Houston”. The podcast aired online and through traditional radio, garnering positive feedback from
both members and non-members.
The podcast is available here: https://aaf-houston.transistor.fm/episodes/the-conversation
“Real Talk: The Power in Diversity + Inclusion” Webinar – September 24, 2020
Partnering with Ad2, board members Sonny Villarreal and Valentina Gomez Bravo served as panel members to
discuss the roles diversity, inclusion, and equity play in our industry and our society. Along with discussion around
the events in 2020, the conversation also covered topics around the future of the industry, and the critical nature of
true representation in the advertising industry and beyond.
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“Power Moves: Blazing a Trail for Women in Sports” Webinar – November 18, 2020
In November of 2020, AAF-Houston presented a special webinar celebrating women in sports with “Power Moves:
Blazing a Trail for Women in Sports”, featuring Houston Dynamo and Houston Dash Chief Revenue Officer, Dionna
Widder. Our interviewer, Alexandra Noboa, Manager, Baseball Administration at the Houston Astros, took us through
Dionna’s journey through the sports industry, leading to her current leadership role with the Dynamo and Dash. Trials,
tribulations, milestones, inequality, opportunities, inspiration – the discussion covered a wide array of topics that have
molded Dionna into a power player in the sports world.
The webinar can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTxCcMFPNC0
Annual Night of Diversity + Inclusion – CANCELED
After a successful inaugural event in 2019, AAF-Houston worked diligently to produce a strong follow-up event
in 2020. By January of 2020, the Night of Diversity + Inclusion Committee secured over $20,000 in cash sponsorship commitments, along with media sponsorships valued at $22,500. Major companies such as Houston Chronicle,
Telemundo, Houston Dynamo, Motiva Enterprises, 76, Phillips 66, and Fullidity were among the list of title and
premier sponsors. Sadly, the event was postponed in March due to the pandemic, and eventually canceled for 2020.
AAF-Houston aims to host the event live in 2021, but is also considering digital/virtual platforms should the situation
be unsafe due to COVID-related safety concerns.
DISTRICT 10 MOSAIC WINNERS
AAF-Houston was a big winner at the 2020 District 10 Mosaic Awards! The “D-10” Mosaic Awards recognize
individuals, companies and agencies within Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas whose commitment to
diversity and inclusion is evident through their creative work and organization-wide initiatives. 2020 represented
the inaugural District 10 Mosaic Awards, which was inspired by those given at the national level. Houston was
well represented with four of the initial nine recipients.
Details can be found here: https://aaf10.org/mosaic-awards/
MOSAIC CHAMPION

MOSAIC TALENT IN ADVERTISING

Valentina Gomez Bravo

I am Life Campaign

Founder, CEO, CCO - Bunker +58

Gilbreath Communications

MOSAIC CHAMPION

MOSAIC TALENT IN ADVERTISING –

Lopez Negrete Communications

CONTENT CREATION
Walmart Holiday
Lopez Negrete Communications
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_____________________________________________
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
GOAL: Take a more active role in the Tenth District Government Relations and better communicate with
AAF-Houston members about Government Relations activity and initiatives.
Actions: Board Member Alberto Morales was appointed the Government Relations Team Leader. Alberto works at
Clear Channel Outdoor, which has a vested interest in any legislation that impacts advertising and therefore stays
up to date in this area of interest. He gives a monthly report at our board meetings about any city, state or national
government relations items that we need to know about. He also shares links on the topic that our members may find
helpful via our monthly e-newsletter and social media channels. Alberto represented AAF-Houston on the Virtual Day
at the Texas Capitol committee. AAF-Houston was a sponsor of the online event and four of our members also participated in the event on March 2, 2021, where we had the opportunity to meet with various legislators or staff members
to discuss the economic impact that advertising makes on the Texas economy, including two from the Houston area.
_____________________________________________
AMERICAN ADVERTISING AWARDS
Goals: Each year, our goal is to create a theme that encourages our creatives in the market to enter their best work
in the American Advertising Awards competition. This year we used positive affirmations which we felt were truly
needed with current Pandemic situation. We played on the theme of affirmations and called them “ADfirmations.”
Several local agencies and industry professionals submitted video ADfirmations which were used at the beginning
or our virtual awards show. Best of all, this theme was created by our beloved long-time board member Dwight
Douthit, who passed away in December 2020 and we honored him by making it our 2021 theme. Our overall goal
is to encourage and celebrate creative excellence in advertising. We also honored our Silver Medal Recipient
Suzie “Z” Jennings at this event. The Silver Medal segment airs at 41:25 in the show link below and was one
of the highlights of the show.
Event Details: This year’s circumstances required our awards show to be a virtual event. We wanted to make it fun,
engaging and honor our winners with a program that showed the excellence of our Houston creatives. We rented
an entertainment venue named Rockefeller’s to record parts of the show in advance and incorporated the theme
“Celebrating Creative Rock Stars” during the show. Many from Houston’s production community volunteered their
time, talent and equipment to produce the show. Since we could not display the work to be viewed at a location, the
producers did a great job editing in the work for the show. The evening also included a moving tribute to Dwight
Douthit, our previous Judging Chair and Fred Korge, past AAF-Houston President, who both passed away in
December 2020. The newly established Dwight Douthit Award for Excellence in Design was awarded as part of
the Special Awards. The “Lives Well Lived” segment airs at 5:04 in the show link below.
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Target Audience: We wanted to attract a large audience to view the show via Eventbrite from their personal offices
or homes. We managed to attract an estimated 300 viewers who logged on to watch the show. 153 tickets were sold
and we estimate a minimum of two viewers per ticket. Also, several of the major agencies let us know that they were
having viewing parties at their offices and some were having at least 20 employees attend.
Strategy: All work was entered and judged virtually through the AAF American Advertising Award portal. We
had five noted and highly respected judges from the Chicago, New Orleans, Detroit, Miami and DC markets judge
through the portal as well. Our Judging Chair Dave Henry held Zoom meetings with the judges the day before
judging started for instructions and after to discuss the Special Awards and Best of Show winners. To build
excitement prior to the night of the show, all those who bought tickets prior to the show received Virtual Viewer
Packs which included programs, microwave popcorn, a tin of M&Ms with the AAF-Houston logo printed on them
and a nametag that said “Tonight, we are all WINNERS” in keeping with our ADfirmations theme.
Execution/Tactics: We prepared and made “trial runs” for several days before the actual event to make sure that the
Event Brite and Vimeo log in tools were perfect. After several runs, we were sure that the viewers could easily log
on and the viewing experience would be superb.
Results: We succeeded! Even a one week postponement courtesy of the Texas Ice Storm that knocked our power
out that week, couldn’t slow us down. We had a total of 337 total professional entries from 46 companies. Our gross
revenue from professional entries was $61,664. We had 17 total student entries from 9 students. Our gross revenue
from student entries was $900. After expenses and fees, we estimate a net profit to the club of $31,000. These
are impressive results considering we decided not to produce or mail any printed promotional materials because so
many of our agencies were still working remotely and would not be in their offices to receive mail. Primarily only
e-blasts, social media, our website and a few personal phone calls or e-mails were employed. We felt this over
exceeded our expectations with the current Pandemic. The feedback was incredibly positive with all of the team
getting numerous emails and phone calls from the agencies and creatives who viewed the show. Due to the virtual
experience, the winners could not take home their trophies that night. The following day, several of the team
members helped deliver trophies several award winning agencies in an Art Car that featured ADDY’s attached to
the top of the truck, a fountain spraying water and the tune of “Celebrate” playing from loud speakers. This made
the winning experience fun for the creatives, and also became a huge on social media as both AAF-Houston and
the agencies shared the photos and videos of the presentations on several platforms.
Event Broadcast Link:
https://vimeo.com/aafhouston/awards2021
password: AAFH2021
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
STUDENT CONFERENCE

_____________________________________________
Our Student Conference was produced and hosted
at almost no cost, thanks to our all volunteer team.
It was promoted via social media, e-mail and the
AAF-Houston website and hosted in a virtual
environment. With 85 students and educators,
7 host firms and a major sponsorship, the event
netted the club over $10,000!
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS

Letter to Winner

Call for Applications

_____________________________________________
This year AEFH was able to award $100,000 in $5,000 scholarships to 20 students from among
65 applicants pursuing degrees in advertising and related fields. We also provided $1,000 to
Texas A&M University and $1,000 to the University of Houston to fund students participating
in AAF’s National Student Conference.
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS

Thank You Letter from Winner
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION EVENTS
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
DIVERSITY & MULTICULTURAL

_____________________________________________
AAF-Houston remained committed to producing
programs that support Diversity & Mutlicultural
initiatives, and proudly supported the four Houston
winners at the District 10 Mosaic Awards.
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
DIVERSITY & MULTICULTURAL

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION STATEMENT
We at AAF-Houston recognize many things.
We recognize that our 109-year-old organization was built
by advertising professionals from all walks of life.
We recognize that Houston represents the best example
of how diversity and inclusion can work.
We recognize that diversity and inclusion mean nothing
without participation and representation.
We recognize that our success, as a club and as a nation,
is dependent on the opportunities we provide.
It is our professional, civic, and human duty
to stand against the racism that has played a role
in prohibiting our Black communities from having
equal opportunities, privileges, and rights.
Along with our national organization, AAF-Houston vows to
uphold our mission of being the “Unifying Voice for Advertising”
by creating platforms for education and conversation that will
lead to improved communication, increased awareness, and
a new level of understanding and respect for all communities
of color and under-represented communities.
At AAF-Houston, we are not lost in the controversy of now,
we can see the horizon and the road that will take us there.
Please join us on our journey.
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

_____________________________________________
AAF-Houston Government Relations Team Leader
Alberto Morales worked to keep our membership
abreast of legislative issues and other activities

DID YOU KNOW:
One in six jobs in Texas is related to Advertising.
Think television, radio stations, print shops, filmmakers, recording and editing houses, actors,
photographers, illustrators, retouchers, developers,

that would affect or interest our community,

UX designers, set builders, fabricators, makeup

sharing pertinent items via e-mail and social media.

artists, stylists, and of course advertising agencies.
“Advertising helps produce 1.7 million - or 14.6% of all jobs in Texas.”
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
AMERICAN ADVERTISING AWARDS

Event Broadcast Link:
https://vimeo.com/aafhouston/awards2021
password: AAFH2021
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
AMERICAN ADVERTISING AWARDS
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RESOURCES & EXHIBITS
AMERICAN ADVERTISING AWARDS

2.25.21

_____________________________________________
Our American Advertising Awards program was
hosted and broadcast live online. It was promoted
through a series of “Adfirmations” via social media,
e-mail, and press . Viewing kits were delivered to
pre-registered attendees in advance, and ADDYs
were delivered to some multi-award winning

59
th

Annual
WINNING
ISN’T EVERYTHING.

EXCEPT
ON THIS NIGHT.

agencies following day.
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